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Abstract: The participation of central banks in the fight against climate change has recently been advanced in several academic articles and policy papers. Since the emerging consensus is that climate change poses financial risks, the envisaged green central banking has a responsibility to address environmental sustainability as a means of promoting financial stability—an increasingly accepted goal of central banks in the post-financial crisis world. Thus far, the pro side of the argument is well represented in the literature, though often the benefits remain implicit: with the help of central banks via monetary and macroprudential policies, a smooth transition to a low-carbon economy would be somehow beneficial to all of us. With this article, we aim to add to this literature by looking at the costs and trade-offs of this course of action in light of the observation that the con side of the proposal has been only marginally addressed. We put forward a framework for the analysis of the costs and trade-offs of green central banking and exemplify the applicability of this framework by studying three cases of central banks for which the transition to green operation has been advanced. We find evidence that if costs and trade-offs are taken into account, the case in favor of greening central banks becomes less straightforward than is currently conveyed in the literature.
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1. Introduction

The involvement of central banks in the fight against climate change has been increasingly advocated in recent times. The first set of arguments supporting this request states that climate change affects how central banks design and carry out their core responsibility: monetary policy. Evermore severe and unpredictable climate-related shocks erode central bank policy space and complicate the traditional inflation-output trade-off. The second reasoning relates to the task of central banks to ensure macroeconomic financial stability and to the presumed systemic nature of climate-originated economic risks. Beyond this reactive stance of central banks, a proactive strategy is ever more suggested: central banks should take the lead in promoting a green economy, ensuring a smooth transition towards the low-carbon economic and social reality.

A cursory overview of recent policy papers and popular press articles on this topic reveals that many author stake for granted the merits of this policy shift. Similarly, the academic literature seems to display a heartfelt enthusiasm for this unprecedented transformation of central banking. The benefits of green central banking are usually presented in general terms, the quasi-moral responsibility of central bankers to align with the new culture of environmental sustainability is sometimes alluded to, while the costs and trade-offs of this initiative are only marginally addressed. However, a review of the literature is necessary at this point to substantiate these claims, all the more so as the literature is showing signs of settling along certain lines of reasoning. This paper aims to address these gaps in the literature and to pave the way for a debate informed by an analysis of both the benefits and costs of following this route to sustainability.
The article is structured as follows: in the next section, we critically review the literature that advances the idea of green central banking and provide more details on our research objectives, while in Section 3 we present an overview of the research methods employed to achieve these objectives. Section 4 provides the elements of an analytical framework for studying the costs and trade-offs of greening the central banks and exemplifies the applicability of this framework by using it to analyze the cases of three countries that are at various stages in their central bank greening strategies. Section 5 takes a closer look at the usefulness of the framework and describes a set of issues that need investigation to better frame the debate, while the last section concludes.

2. Critical Literature Review and Research Objectives

2.1. Literature Review: Disregarding the Costs of Going Green

Calls for greening central banking often stem from the observation that one of the most pressing problems facing the world today is environmental risk. As the argument goes, the environmentally unsustainable economic output that is the norm in the present-day economy could translate into risks that jeopardize the sustainability and stability of the financial system. Given that central banks are entrusted with the power to mitigate monetary and financial risks, the responsibility of central banks to address (anthropogenic) climate change is presented as an indisputable part of their mission.

A consensus can be identified in the literature dealing with green central banking: a set of conditions makes today’s global economy unlikely to make significant progress toward sustainability if left to its own devices. Operating in a relatively deregulated economy, the private sector is the main generator of environmental risks and bears most of the responsibility for addressing them [1]. This is portrayed as a textbook case of market failure: if they are not forced to account for the damage caused to the environment, free markets will lead to overproduction and the accumulation of environmental risks [2,3]. Therefore, it is the unquestionable responsibility of the government to intervene and rectify these failures. New, bolder measures are required, as previous, less radical, attempts to correct the market failure, such as carbon trading schemes, have been disappointing due to the (excessive) autonomy of the private banking sector in allocating credit [4] and the resistance from “vested interests” [5]. Once the legitimacy of government action is established, the involvement of central banks can be advocated in terms of contributing their fair share to promoting the public interest: central banks are public institutions, a true extension of the government, with a duty to support broader public objectives—as opposed to the more recent and unsatisfactory phenomenon of pursuing narrow, price-related mandates [5,6].

A more specific set of arguments is presented in the context of market failure: given their role as guardians of financial stability, central banks are responsible for addressing all risks that threaten the financial health of the country. The literature advances two main channels through which environmental risks translate into financial risks, usually dubbed as the physical risks channel and the transition risks channel [7]. Climate change causes floods and droughts that can affect food and energy prices, bringing about inflation spikes [3]. Liability risks may also arise, as companies affected by damages caused by climatic and environmental factors may seek compensations, creating major problems for the insurance industry [8]. The second channel is the result of the ongoing adjustment to a low-carbon economy. For instance, the current objective of meeting certain carbon emission targets limits the amount of fossil fuel that can be burned, the exploitation of these resources becomes economically unviable, the value of oil, gas, and coal mining companies is reduced, which in turn can impact the stability of financial firms exposed to these fossil fuel firms [9]. It is believed that these channels are high capacity since the financial risk resulting from climate change is regarded as “substantial” [10] (p. 12), “considerable” [3] (p. 10), and “major” [5] (p. 6). Climate-related risks may build up to reach systemic proportions and trigger the next large-scale financial crisis [11]. Along this line of reasoning, environmental challenges provide a good reason for central bank involvement
even within the current mandate that authorizes central banks to safeguard macro-level financial stability.

However, a well-known set of problems and biases is likely to render this accommodative reform strategy ineffective. Central bankers may not recognize the direct link between environmental and financial risks and constant political pressure may be required (the knowledge problem), action may be delayed and environmental risks would accumulate (the inaction bias or institutional inertia), and the short-term monetary stability considerations could prevail over environmental sustainability (central bank short-termism). Therefore, this strategy is a short-term palliative; bold political steps are necessary to amend the current mandate [5,10], especially given that only 16 central banks around the world have an explicit objective to promote or support “sustainable” economic growth or development [12]. This can be achieved either by including among the goals of central banks the explicit requirement to pursue a distinct environmental objective or by mandating central banks to support the government’s economic policy in implementing sustainability programs.

To summarize the discussion related to the reasons for implementing green financial policies, the literature suggests a two-way approach: the environment must be protected from financial challenges, but at the same time, financial stability needs to be sheltered from climate-related risks. The first objective is met through the launch of promotional policies, while the second necessitates the use of prudential policies—central banks being well equipped to act on both fronts [13].

A wide variety of policy instruments has been advanced for the use of green central banks. In the context of the prime responsibility of central banks—devising and implementing monetary policy—green monetary authorities would be required to reorient their approach from short-term liquidity management to supporting the long-term sustainability agenda. They should review their collateral policy to include green assets while ensuring low and stable inflation as a precondition for sustainable growth [1]. Central banks are also advised to issue polymer banknotes that can be easily recycled instead of paper banknotes [1]. They also need to restructure their quantitative easing interventions in favor of buying green corporate and sovereign assets, especially considering that these programs have likely been detrimental to the climate, in part due to the choice of central banks that show a “carbon-intensive bias” [14] that perpetuates the current “carbon lock-in” [15]. For example, corporate bonds of companies in energy-intensive sectors constituted the base of the majority of Bank of England’s corporate bond-purchasing program [10].

The case for implementing a green macroprudential regulatory framework is equally straightforward, although policymakers need to address some issues at the design stage. After delineating and conducting climate stress tests, central banks, in their capacity as financial supervisors, should activate several supervisory instruments such as imposing on commercial banks ‘exposure rules to investments in carbon-intensive assets and assigning these assets higher risks weights in the capital adequacy framework [3,4,16]. The problem of the lack of a definition of green assets may hinder this process, but steps have already been taken to remedy it; in addition, the risk-based weights currently in place in the Basel system may work as well for green lending [1]. In any case, increasing capital requirements for “brown” assets should be preferred over lowering capital requirements on loans to climate-friendly investments, given that lower capital increases risks to macroeconomic shocks, and even green assets can still be risky [10]. Improved financial disclosure via mandatory guidelines to address the information gap that investors face is undoubtedly a good thing, but given the short-termism and self-interest that markets promote, bolder steps are needed [5,10].

A green central bank should not shy away from influencing credit allocation to promote green investments and thus penalize traditional, carbon-based industries. Lower reserve requirements have been advocated for banks exhibiting green portfolios, as well as the adjustment of capital requirements to reduce the risk assigned to green activities [3,4]. Green credit allocation should be promoted through targeted refinancing lines for commer-
cial banks if secondary markets are undersized and mandatory credit quotas should be imposed on commercial banks to finance certain green assets, industries, or geographical areas [17]. Sectors declared as environmental priorities should also be the target of direct credit policy instruments, such as subsidized loan rates and differentiated discount rates—central banks taking responsibility for incentivizing commercial banks to support green sectors through lower rediscount rates [3]. The link between the control of credit allocation imposed by the People’s Bank of China and the growth of the Chinese economy is cited as an example of the merits of this policy [5].

To be fair, some articles in our database of sources briefly mention the downside of greening central bank activities. The costs and trade-offs of this policy shift are addressed in a few cases. The limitations imposed by the current mandate, and the danger of “overstretching” the mandate by including climate-related objectives, are mentioned but are often seen more as temporary institutional obstacles, easily overcome by changes in legislation [12,15,18]. Or, easier still, the existing mandate would not require alteration if climate change factors were seen as posing direct risks to the financial sector in an environment where central banks have a responsibility to promote financial stability [1,5]. If an additional environmental objective is included in the mandate, the constraint of the Tinbergen rule—according to which the number of policy goals should not exceed the number of policy instruments—is discussed [3,18]. A political-economy argument has also found its way into the discussion: there is a danger that unelected officials are being given too much power [3,12]. The emergence of trade-off relations between promoting environmental sustainability and traditional objectives such as monetary and financial stability is advanced, but this conflict seems to be seen as minor and distant since delays in implementation are not considered necessary and solutions are not offered [1,12,15].

Some sources in our database recognize the importance and associated costs of coordination between the green monetary authority and other authorities with similar responsibilities. However, the literature tends to underestimate this challenge and to consider that it can be overcome through legislative clarification. The mandatory provision for central banks to coordinate with fiscal authorities does not necessarily imply a loss of central bank independence [6]. The current lack of coordination between the different agencies with environmental responsibilities is universally recognized and criticized [1,5,18], and a coordinating role for central banks is suggested [11]. Several sources express the idea that the greening of central banks is still in its early stages [11,12], but the limited policy knowledge that results from this does not appear to suggest a careful approach, as advocates of green central banking show absolute confidence in this policy shift.

It should be noted that in all of these sources the costs and trade-offs are briefly and broadly discussed after the positive contributions have been emphasized and the intended use of various policy instruments has been presented in detail. The consideration of costs and trade-offs does not appear to cast any doubt on the appropriateness of the greening initiative. As side notes, even the word choice and writing style found in both academic articles and policy analysis papers seem to indicate an a priori preference for this policy. The use of emotionally laden terms is common practice: we are facing a “climate and ecological breakdown” [6] (pp. 4, 8), climate-related risks are “potentially extremely financially disruptive” [11] (p. iii), while “resisting the low carbon financial revolution is irrational” [2] (p. 2). A logical fallacy was also identified: in an apparent case of false equivalence, the way central banks have reacted to the COVID crisis (an unprecedented, one-time shock) is presented as a good example to follow for the case of climate-related risks (that materialize over several decades) [6,19].

The green central banking policy turn has been also advanced for developing countries. Several particularities make these economies outstandingly relevant to the proposal. Given their expertise and weak competition from other regulators, central banks in developing economies are sophisticated and powerful players in their respective local settings; their participation in different transnational networks makes them prone to agree to rapid best practice transfer [3]. The need for action is greater in these economies since they are the
ones that face the most urgent risks such as severe weather events caused by climate change [20]. Developing economies diverge largely from the central banking best practice framework. For example, they exercise greater state control over the allocation of credit. Given that various forms of credit control have been proposed as green monetary policy instruments, countries that already use these instruments are more likely to use them successfully [4]. Furthermore, the institutional environment appears to be favorable, as support for sustainable development and assistance to the government in implementing its policy agenda are often within the mandate of central banks [20]. Due to all these conditions, central banks in developing economies have been quick to accept important roles in mitigating the financial risks posed by climate change.

Although the idea of committing central banks to climate-related objectives is fresh and concrete steps in this direction have only recently been publicly discussed, a methodology has already been devised to numerically assess and rank central banks according to their progress on the green path [6]. In perfect harmony with the radical tone of the requests for the redesign of all public policies in the age of global warming, one category of indicators used to construct the scorecard is labeled Research and Advocacy, while another is titled Leading by Example. According to this methodology, China is the most advanced among the G20 countries in implementing green monetary and financial policies, closely followed by Brazil and France—although all countries are criticized for failing to match words with action.

Central bankers seem to have received these groundbreaking suggestions with less than enthusiastic interest. This resistance is attributed to the overly conservative stance of central bank leaders—reluctance to take actions to achieve goals that are not explicitly stated in their mandate, exaggerated concern for the inflation-related objective, underestimation of the (re)distributional consequence of monetary policy—and a hope that a new generation of central bankers will be more daring in this direction is expressed [21]. Therefore, reforming the mandate of central banks to include clear targets to support the transition to a low-carbon economy is presented as the best way to deal with old-school central bankers [10]. However, the latest developments appear to support the argument that central bankers are beginning to change their views and accept their role in the transformation of monetary policy for the greater good [6]. The success of the Network of Central Banks and Supervisors for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) in winning the support of 90 central banks and financial regulatory agencies around the world is cited in support of this claim [6,22]. What at first seemed a doomed effort due to the foreseeable unwillingness of the technocrats inhabiting “capitalist central banks” to surrender to democratic control is now a promising way forward [19].

Greening central banking is not the only recent call to assign new tasks to (and provide new tools for) central banks. It is merely the latest suggestion in the long list of unconventional monetary policy proposals that gained additional momentum with every crisis in the last two decades—the financial crisis of 2009, the eurozone debt crisis of 2012, the Brexit referendum, and, finally, the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020. Some proposals of this sort deserve further investigation to help understand the ideational context of the green central banking proposal.

Rather than taking the convoluted path of lowering interest rates and reducing the cost of borrowing hoping to stimulate the economy through increased spending, central banks should give money directly to the people, preferably targeting a certain percentage of the poorest households in terms of income [23]. Given that today’s monetary elite has disconnected from the legitimate concerns of the people, the mandate of central banks must be broadened to include the explicit objective of reducing the level of (income) inequality, a proposition supported by the criticism that monetary authorities have contributed to exacerbating inequality through expansionary policies implemented in the wake of the financial crisis of 2009 [24]. Indeed, inequality and climate change are sometimes analyzed together as potential on-contradictory objectives of central banks if carefully integrated into a new, wider monetary policy framework (e.g., [21]).
Arguably, what these policy proposals have in common, in addition to their novelty, is their pro-inflationary nature on the one hand, and their intended distributional consequences on the other. If an innovative monetary policy can stimulate the economy in the short run, the danger of inflation over the long run does not seem to be a cause for concern. Furthermore, a monetary policy innovation appears to gain additional support among commentators if it results in the transfer of wealth and income from the rich to the poor. Even before the financial crisis of 2009, central banks faced harsh criticism for failing to contribute to economic development, and calls for an extension of the mandate to include new objectives abounded. Since the then (and still) current “neoliberal” approach to central banking, obsessed with independence and narrowly focused on fighting inflation through the use of indirect tools, was deemed obsolete, a new framework was advanced to allow central banks to promote economic development using direct methods such as government financing, exchange rates management and implementation of sectoral policies [25]. Surely, not just any kind of economic development would do: only sustainable development should be the target of central banks in this reimagined framework, passing through some intermediate goals such as financial inclusion, access to agricultural finance, and support to small and medium-sized enterprises [26]. More recently, the notion that the U.S. Federal Reserve should be compelled to address racial inequality through its monetary and regulatory policies by amending its statute has found its way into the political debate [27]. At this point, it is safe to suggest that these discussions of how best to commit central banks to adapt to new realities served as the fertile ground on which the green central bank proposal flourished.

The analysis of the nascent academic and policy-analysis literature reveals that the proponents of the green central bank template show some intriguing inconsistencies and lack of substance, a fact that makes the development of a costs and trade-offs framework all the more necessary. For instance, the authors who criticize central banks for engaging in operations that have distributional consequences are also those who recommend the launch of green central banking—a policy change with clear and sometimes intended distributional consequences [21,24]. This suggests that what these authors criticize is not the idea of redistribution via central banks, but a particular distribution that is taking place and that for unstated reasons they consider unsatisfactory. Similarly, many authors who criticize central bankers for their resistance to change are pleased to entrust them with enacting a set of climate policies without an exit strategy [19,21]. This suggests that what these authors criticize is not the idea of resistance to change, but resistance to a particular change, which they consider essential for the current reality. Furthermore, the authors who rely on market failure theory as the basis for their recommendation to implement green central banking (virtually all authors in our database) fall short to recognize that today’s (limited) market economy is far from being free from government interferences, including policies that aim to support sustainability. Indeed, this system operates under several framework conditions such as energy policy (government provisions related to the production, distribution, and consumption of energy), waste management policy (national frameworks imposed by the government for waste and resource recovery), and circular economy policy (aimed at carbon capture and storage), which are politically predetermined and may contribute to the insufficiently sustainable economy we experience today. Therefore, what at first glance appears to be a market failure can be better classified as a government (or regulatory) failure.

The filiation of this latest proposal aside, the question of how the greening of central banks would ultimately yield net benefits has received surprisingly little attention from academics and policy commentators. As a rule, academic articles, policy analysis papers, and popular press pieces begin by broadly discussing the dangers of climate change and the benefits of a green economy, present the involvement of the central bank as a desideratum, and go on to describe the redesigned central bank mandate and the policy tools to be used, while the foreseen benefits often remain unspecified. Typically, the costs of these policy actions are nowhere to be found in these analyses, while some trade-offs are only
summarily sketched. Therefore, the question of why this policy avenue should be taken remains to this point largely unaddressed. This article is an attempt to help fill this gap and pave the way for a cost–benefit analysis of engaging in the greening of central banks.

In the next subsection, we look at a series of recent comments in the popular press that present a more realistic analysis by considering not only the benefits but also the costs and trade-offs of greening central banking.

2.2. The Popular-Press Case for Considering the Costs and Trade-Offs of Going Green

A critical view of calls for green central banks has recently begun to feature in popular press articles and blog posts. What distinguishes these sources from the scholarly articles analyzed above is a discussion of the downsides of a policy proposal that is otherwise full of bright, unquestioned, if sometimes only implicit, promises. While the potential contribution of central banks to tackling climate change is in principle viewed in positive terms, unwarranted ambition in this direction is considered dangerous. Central banks lack a clear mandate to engage in climate policy and expanding their traditional goals to make this possible would interfere with the process of democratic accountability [28]. Furthermore, the current route is superior: a carbon tax does not vary with the business cycle, whereas central banks aim to stimulate (or moderate) economic growth and therefore depend on the phases of the cycle [28]. The danger of engaging in a slippery slope of interventions is also suggested, as many other policy areas would benefit from the powerful involvement of the central bank [29]. To avoid another danger—compromising their primary price-stability objective—green central banks must have the discretion to forgo any program of sustaining the greening of the economy [30]. Given that what constitutes a “green” economic activity is not easy to define and would ultimately require the input of politicians, the politicization of central banking is another cost to consider, as is the central banks’ mission creep—the inevitable result of broadening the mandate of central banks to accommodate the goal of greening the economy [31–33]. In the context of central banking, mission creep is the illegitimate attempt to dilute the focus on price stability by including new objectives best followed by different policy actors. The adoption of targets related to the green economy is the latest example of central bank mission creep.

The first of its kind, a recent book chapter adds to the view expressed in the popular press that doubts the usefulness of assigning central banks the leading role in mitigating the risks of climate change [34]. Several reasons are cited that make this move ineffective or even harmful: central banks do not have the authority to regulate the industries that harm the environment or the ability to affect these industries via monetary or macroprudential policies; financial institutions that the central bank does regulate impact the environment only indirectly; climate targets are not yet included in the statutes of central banks. Instead, given their power to tax and to redirect funds, to create special-purpose agencies, and to engage in international negotiation and persuasion, politicians are in a far better position to address these risks [34].

To conclude, we have argued in this subsection that the less enthusiastic view expressed primarily in opinion pieces is the result of an attempt to weigh the case in favor of central bank greening put forward in academic literature and policy papers by pointing out a set of costs and trade-offs associated with this policy adventure. These few sources make a tentative case against this radical transformation of monetary and macroprudential policies.

2.3. Research Objectives

We have argued above that the case in favor of greening central banks abundantly present in the literature is not rooted in a cost–benefit analysis of taking this course of action over others. Costs and trade-offs, in particular, have received little attention in academic research and only a few popular press articles considered them briefly. This observation is surprising given the general enthusiasm for this transformation reflected in academic articles and policy analysis papers. An analytical framework for identifying and evaluating
these costs and trade-offs can provide a necessary tool for analysis and decision that can also find its way into policy debates. In this article, we begin to build this framework.

After advancing a framework to analyze the costs and trade-offs of going green, we investigate the applicability of the framework through the discussion of three case studies of countries that have begun to adopt or have declared their intention to adopt policies to green their central banks soon. The objective is to present a qualitative assessment of the costs and trade-offs that these countries would face if they followed through with their intentions.

3. Overview of the Research Methods

We have conducted a preliminary literature search on Google and Google Scholar indexed documents using the phrase *green central banking* within quotation marks, which yielded a relatively small number of sources on both search engines. We have selected the most relevant and significant sources concerning our topic, prioritizing those sources that explicitly touch upon the benefits, costs, and trade-offs of green central banking. We have thus arrived at 30 sources, including eight academic articles and book chapters, 15 policy analysis papers, and seven popular press pieces. We have classified working papers as policy analysis papers. To discuss and evaluate these sources, a critical literature review approach [35] was preferred because our initial look at this literature revealed a stark contrast between the uncritical reception of the green central banking proposal among policy experts and commentators and the insufficient consideration given to the costs and trade-offs of this policy. To contextualize further, we have also reviewed some of the literature that assigns central banks a role in promoting economic development and the relatively recent suggestion that central banks perform “people” quantitative easing.

We have then considered the definition and qualities of analytical frameworks. These analytical tools aim to categorize the complex elements of a phenomenon to generate explanations or theoretical propositions [36]. Therefore, they are not mere reflections of reality, but instruments to make reality more accessible. Grounded in theory, they include observable implications that make them suitable for use in evaluating public policy alternatives. Analytical frameworks can help researchers to explain a phenomenon and policymakers to design better policies; they should be judged by their quality to reduce complexity and by their practical applicability to various contexts. Our analytical framework aims to clarify the nature of costs and trade-offs of going green in central banking, to classify these costs and trade-offs, and to offer a first approximation for different cases of central banking institutional frameworks.

4. Results and Discussion

To structure our analysis, we have used, as a theoretical framework, the body of insights that constitutes the political economy of central banking. The elements of the multidimensional institutional framework that constitute the best practice in central banking today have been used as the conceptual framework for our analysis. We then present how this institutional framework changes because of the implementation of the most common elements of the green central banking program. Unfavorable (or “negative”) consequences for the central banking best practice framework are seen as representing the (opportunity) costs of going green in central banking.

4.1. The Analytical Framework

4.1.1. The Template of Modern Central Banking

The reality that most of today’s central banks have evolved from private banks has puzzled many economists and policy commentators. Several key characteristics differentiate a central bank from other monetary institutions, public or private: a central bank serves as a banker’s bank; it has a monopoly on the issuance of banknotes; acts as a lender of last resort; regulates commercial banks; conducts monetary policy [37]. Historically, each central government has granted these privileges to a particular private institution, turning
it first into a “government-favored” private bank, then into a central bank—a specialized and autonomous government agency. The possession of these privileges makes central banks powerful players in today’s economies. Given this authority and the fact that central bankers are not elected officials, the problem arises of how to regulate the exercise of this power according to the will of ordinary citizens. Framing the debate in terms of economic efficiency alone is not productive as higher-order ideals such as individual freedom and equality, and instruments such as the rule of law and the separation of powers are at work and set the limits of central bank action. The insights that central banking is best understood as part of the country’s constitutional scaffolding [38,39] and that the principles of the rule of law should apply to central bank actions even in extraordinary situations such as economic crises [40] can be used as the pillars of a theoretical framework to study the limits of the involvement of central banks in promoting a green economy.

Against the backdrop of the debate that followed these lines, a multidimensional framework evolved that is at work today in many advanced and developing economies. International financial institutions such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) prescribe this institutional arrangement as the recipe for economic success. The pillars of this complex framework are: (1) central banks have clear and limited mandates; (2) central banks enjoy independence from different types of pressures; (3) central banks typically use indirect instruments to reach their goals [25,37,41,42]. An analysis of each of these areas—the elements of which constitute our conceptual framework—is presented below.

The primacy of the policy preferences of the voting citizen is a well-established principle of democratic policymaking. However, certain policy areas need insulation from the short-term orientation of political decision-making in a democracy. One increasingly popular way of dealing with political short-termism and lack of credible commitment is to delegate a policy area to independent agencies. Central banks are a typical example of independent agencies in today’s economies. They have been entrusted with the authority to issue high-powered money and stabilize the economy via monetary policy. Given the fiat-money standard of today, the power that results from the exercise of this authority is considerable. This observation may give rise to legitimacy concerns, especially since central bankers cannot be voted out of office like elected officials. Likewise, assigning too many functions to central banks can erode their legitimacy as this may give central banks the power to choose from incompatible objectives. Various conditions for delegation have been proposed that legitimize the use of the (unelected) power of an independent agency. Among these, several are particularly relevant to central banking: the objective of the delegated policy can be specified; the preferences of the society are stable and concern a major social cost; there is a problem of committing to a policy regime; the policy instruments are expected to work; the agency would not have to face distributional choices; the legislature is able to oversee the activity of the agency [38] (Appendix of Ref. 38).

Since central banks exercise delegated coercive power, the limits of this power must be clearly stated in their mandate set forth through legislation. A central bank should not be free to set the goals for itself: doing so would be an excessively broad grant of power [42]. Similarly, central banks should not be free to reinterpret the terms of their limited mandate to pursue new, imperfectly defined objectives, as this may require additional instruments that if granted would probably go beyond delegated powers [42,43]. Adding new objectives via legislative initiatives is equally damaging to the central bank’s legitimacy. The most common objective of central banks today spelled out in their mandate—price stability—has its origin in the desire to protect individual freedom and aims to constrain their monopoly power over the creation of paper money [37]. Implicit in this emphasis on price stability is the recommendation that central banks disregard other potential goals, such as promoting full employment or supporting certain industrial sectors, even if they become popular at some point with elected officials or ordinary citizens.

Several new threats to central bank legitimacy have been identified in recent years. The ad-hoc reinterpretation of central bank mandates that occurred in the wake of the financial crisis of 2009 to include safeguarding financial stability may erode their legitimacy, as
central banks would require additional powers to pursue this fuzzy objective [43]. Another consequence of the crisis has been the launch of various forms of unconventional monetary policy, such as quantitative easing programs. Given that these programs have had serious distributive effects that exacerbated inequalities in income and wealth, the consequence for central banks—indeed, independent agencies that must refrain from making distributional decisions—has been an erosion of their legitimacy [44]. In this view, elected representatives should decide on issues that have important distributional effects. Surprisingly, some authors pointed out that central bank inaction in the face of the climate crisis has the same detrimental effect on legitimacy, as the goal of achieving sustainability has a proven “social usefulness” and central bank action would be grounded in the scientific consensus that climate change is costly [44]. In this view, the social desirability of the end appears to justify the actions of central banks that would see their legitimacy reinforced in the eyes of the public.

The independence of central banks has been defended on similar grounds. In a constitutional democracy, the power to tax is reserved for the legislative branch. Since surprise inflation equates to taxation (on money holdings, in this case), the executive branch of government that controls the central bank would assume unconstitutional powers [38]. In practice, an independent central bank has the freedom to decide how to pursue its goals and its decisions are difficult to reverse for other centers of power [42]. In addition to being in harmony with higher-level principles such as the separation of powers, assigning independence to central banks is also an economically efficient arrangement. Monetary policy produces its effects on output and employment over a long time horizon. A sound monetary policy, especially if it is decided upon in the wake of an inflationary boom, has the profile of an investment decision: it implies assuming some costs over the short term and produces its positive effects over the long term. It is worth emphasizing, however, that the consensual prescription is that central banks should enjoy instrumental independence, but not goal independence: to ensure legitimacy, the objectives of the central bank must be established through a legislative process [42].

A useful distinction in this context is between de jure and de facto central bank independence. In practice, the legal framework may not reflect the true nature of the relations between politicians and central bankers as political pressure can be exerted unofficially. Indeed, in recent years, politicians have crossed the boundaries of the separation of powers in their relationship with central banks without legally restricting their de jure independence [45]. Another sign of politicization lies in motivation: if certain decisions are determined primarily by the desire to help a political actor, a central bank is acting beyond the remit of its mandate and is therefore becoming politicized [46]. In this line of argument, a given action by a central bank should not be considered politicized only because it has distributional consequences—the intention of the central bank to assist a political party must be tested to demonstrate the politicized nature of that action.

The case for central bank independence from day-to-day politics is well established in academic literature and public debate. A corollary of this principle is the need for the central bank to enjoy independence from public opinion. Assigning this type of independence is defended on similar grounds: it is very likely that the public has a short-time horizon and is unaware of the long lags in monetary policy. The public is, therefore, less likely to “invest” in disinflationary monetary policy. This is the rationale behind the recommendation to appoint a conservative central banker—that is, someone more averse to inflation than the public [47]. In a similar vein, we may consider a populist central banker as one who strictly follows social preferences related to the level of inflation, and an accommodating central banker as one who seeks political guidance related to the level of inflation to pursue.

With freedom comes responsibility: in the context of central banking, accountability is the reverse of the coin that has independence engraved on the obverse. Political accountability is the most basic form of responsibility for an independent agency such as the central bank created by the legislature via a process of delegation [38]. The financial crisis of 2009 prompted suggestions to rethink central bank accountability. In the face of uncertainty,
Central banks should strengthen their accountability by expanding their communication process to include discussions and deliberations with the public, reorienting their accountability efforts away from the financial industry towards the public and politicians, and even receiving new, more inclusive, and flexible objectives [48].

Since central banks announce their target in advance (the rate of inflation is the most common target today), the public may act on that target with certainty: if this is the case, the central bank is credible. Credibility is also important to central bankers, as they associate it with a lower cost of disinflation, a stable exchange rate, and greater public support for independence [49].

As independent agencies operating in constitutional democracies, central banks should not be mandated to make (big) distributional decisions or value judgments on behalf of society [38]. To help maintain their legitimacy, central banks have long emphasized the long-term neutrality of their operations: long-term real economic outcomes, such as the distribution of income and wealth, are largely unaffected by monetary policy [50] that can only affect the economy in the short term. The other side of this observation is that the short-run distributional nature of the monetary policy is widely accepted. The production of fiat money inherently creates winners and losers: the winners are those who get hold of the newly created money first, while the losers are those who receive the new money only after having to pay higher prices [51]. Faced with the obvious distributional consequences of their unconventional interventions implemented in the wake of the financial crisis of 2009, central banks have advanced the principle of market neutrality. The European Central Bank (ECB) implemented its public bond-buying program in such a way as to maintain the relative prices of these securities and guarantee a high degree of transparency, although it intended to affect the absolute prices of these instruments [52]. Following Tortola [46], we argue that the political nature of the distributional consequences of a central bank policy should be decided only after showing that the central bank targeted those consequences to help certain political actors.

As the current template prescribes, central banks must resist the temptation to use instruments of direct control, since they are incompatible with a free society on the one hand and can lead to misallocation of resources on the other. As instruments of monetary policy, direct controls allow central banks to instruct commercial banks regarding the type of loans they are expected to make, the level of interest rate they should charge or pay, etc. Many disadvantages of using direct controls have been identified. Credit controls, for instance, can deter competition and innovation in banking; they encourage the transfer of credit to areas that are not subject to control as rewards for doing so increase; they provide incentives for political corruption. The longer these controls remain, the more serious the inconveniences will be [41]. However, the longer the controls are used, the less likely they are to be abandoned, as their strategic shortcomings can be attributed to minor imperfections in design and implementation and a series of modifications follow—they tend to feed off their own flaws. These controls need continuous political reassessments as their design deficiencies risk becoming obvious to ordinary citizens [53].

The central banking template described above (which is summarized in Table 1), although consensually recommended by the academic community and international financial institutions, is not always and everywhere successfully implement. Indeed, the elements of this template can be understood as a set of tensions and challenges for elected and appointed officials, and for central banks themselves, which inevitably operate in a broader political, legal, and institutional environment. The limited mandate of central banks is designed to ensure their legitimacy; central banks further strengthen their legitimacy through transparency and accountability, striving to build credibility and reputation, and refraining from using instruments of direct control.
4.1.2. The Implications of the Green Proposal for the Central Banking Framework

After reviewing the green central banking proposals found in the literature and describing the current central banking template, we now turn to the implications that this upgrade may have on how central banks act and how the public regards the main players in today’s democratic system of governance. Given the purpose of this research, we limit our analysis to the costs and trade-offs of this policy turn.

As we have noticed, various strategies have been suggested to incorporate green objectives into the mandate of central banks. If environmental risks were credibly presented as financial risks, central banks would be required to address these risks as part of their involvement in macroprudential policy. In addition to price stability, central banks may already have the secondary objective of supporting or promoting sustainability or sustainable development in their mandates. A different approach is necessary if the secondary objective is to support the government’s economic objectives. Finally, new environmental goals can be added to the central bank’s list of objectives through legislation.

The public perception that the central bank is acting beyond its mandate (or that it is rhetorically stretching the mandate to cover its actions) can open the way to the loss of legitimacy. Formally assigning multiple and possibly conflicting objectives can have the same consequence. The economic context may force the central bank to choose one macroeconomic objective to the detriment of others, a sort of power usually reserved for elected officials. If exercised by central banks, this power can become illegitimate in the public eye. This perception would be more acute if the power increased—a likely scenario since in the updated framework central banks implicitly exercise the power to select the environmental winners from the losers.

Illegitimate power is short-lived: the public would eventually voice their concerns to different governing bodies that would feel compelled to act. Clarifying the mandate through a legislative process may be one way to respond, but ad-hoc government pressure is another. Faced with unclear objectives, the central bank itself may be the one to seek the guidance of politicians. The stage is set for the loss of independence. As political priorities change, the central bank can become the scene of various political struggles. In response to such pressures, central banks may choose political allies to whom they grant favors—politicization is a consequence of the loss of independence. The principle of impartiality embedded in the definition of central bank independence would be broken. A politicized central bank may feel confident to take a stance on controversial issues such as the use of nuclear energy, but this would be far outside of the remit of central banks as we see them today. Even if the de jure independence did not change, the de facto central bank independence would deteriorate. Furthermore, the implementation of sectoral policies via central banks is inconceivable without the active contribution of elected officials.

Loss of reputation may be the consequence of the inability of central banks to meet unrealistic expectations. If central banks fail to deliver on sustainability issues, they may run the risk of being unable to meet the traditional objectives of their mandate, including price stability, as the central bank’s credibility affects the expectations channel of monetary policy transmission. Having to choose the sustainability objective over the price-stability objective makes the central bank unwilling to fight inflation. However, the loss of reputation may render it unable to counter inflation via little credibility over inflationary expectations.
Overstretching the mandate of central banks to include novel objectives that other policy actors can better pursue has its own set of drawbacks. This is where the ability of central banks to fulfill their sustainability expectations comes to the fore. Regardless of how central banks receive these new tasks (via changes in legislation or reinterpretation of the existing mandate), assuming unattainable objectives is a sign of mission creep. With the broadening of prerogatives come public exposure and criticism, along with an organizational response possibly in the form of a larger public relations budget and gradually more political nature of their operation. With new responsibilities comes the need for the central bank to coordinate its activity with other bodies that pursue related environmental objectives. Coordinating with the government poses the risks of fiscal dominance, loss of independence, and increased short-term orientation of monetary policy. As other authors have pointed out [18], the coordination costs incurred by central banks due to their environmental leadership role take the form of a more complicated decision-making process, impaired accountability, and a heightened inaction bias.

The threat of a slippery slope of interventions arises once we accept the central bank’s involvement in promoting a green economy. If market failure is the theory on which central banks base their participation in the greening of the economy, the same argument is appropriate to solicit the input of central banks to correct all sorts of market imperfections, from monopolies to issues related to income distribution. Similarly, many economic shocks (such as medical emergencies) can translate into large-scale financial risks, but the contribution of central banks to address them directly (such as through the funding of medical research) is not yet suggested. Granted, slippery slope arguments should be used with care, as they can be nothing more than logically flawed rhetorical devices. To be credible, the mechanisms that produce the undesired phenomena described by the metaphor must be analyzed [54]. Adopting the categories from Volokh [54], we present two such mechanisms in the context of the green central banking proposal. An attitude-altering slippery slope could be facilitated by the time it takes for green central banking to show its effects. Regardless of the real causes of the progress towards a low-carbon economy, the contributions of central banks can be presented as decisive. Given this supposed success, people might ask for greater involvement from central banks in promoting the most pressing goals of the moment, such as incentivizing investment at home rather than abroad or penalizing companies that pay “below market” wages. A political power slippery slope is also likely to manifest, as members of other industries that the central bank might support (the winners) have an incentive to spend on public advocacy campaigns to convince the public that their industries are just as virtuous as green-economy activities. Central banks may seek to expand their regulatory scope, since commercial banks that originate the loans to carbon-intensive industries may sell them off to investment institutions like pension funds. Central banks may also be tempted to monitor and regulate these industries. Expanding its scope is in the logic of every bureaucratic organization and the green turn may provide a good justification for central banks to do so. Therefore, the risk of an ever-expanding de jure or de facto central bank mandate is another downside of green central banking.

Central banks have been criticized for prioritizing price stability over other socially and economically desirable goals, such as promoting equality or development [24–26,44]. In this interpretation, a “low” level of inflation can be considered a small price to pay for achieving other goals deemed superior. In a similar vein, the suggestion in the nascent literature on green central banking seems to be that the goal of achieving a green economy should come before the goal of price stability. After all, “The role of the central bank is not carved in stone: it has changed through history” [5] (p. 4). Subject to interpretation, what constitutes price stability can also change, and the reinterpreted “low” level of inflation may include the price that the public must pay for a greener economy. One solution to this drawback is the classification of central bank objectives as primary and secondary. Indeed, besides the primary objective of maintaining price stability, many central banks have a secondary objective related to sustainability (usually introduced in the mandate with the
phrase: “Without prejudice to the primary objective . . . ”) [12]. This solution, however, has the disadvantage of assigning central banks the discretion to choose between incompatible goals, a problem that can lead to loss of legitimacy.

The loss of independence and the ensuing politicization can also open the way to higher inflation. Avoiding the political bias in favor of inflation has been the rationale for assigning independent central banks the mission of regulating money. A large empirical literature has developed that demonstrates a statistically significant negative relation between central bank independence and inflation [55,56]. As we have shown previously, the increasing powerlessness of the green central bank over inflationary expectations due to its loss of reputation is another ingredient for higher inflation. An ideological reorientation of the monetary authorities is beginning to take shape, as central bankers appear ready to accept the primacy of the environmental objectives in their upgraded mandate. Redefining price stability to reflect the small price to pay (in the form of higher inflation) to reach the carbon neutrality target is just one pathway connecting this reorientation with the economy. Figure 1 shows how some inherent characteristics of the green central banking template can lead to higher inflation.

![Figure 1. The inflationary consequences of green central banking.](image)

Given that in the new framework, central banks would have the implicit power to choose the environmental winners from the losers, redistribution of income and wealth is an inevitable outcome. Central banks have attracted harsh criticism for the distributional consequences of their unconventional monetary interventions by authors leaning toward both ends of the political spectrum. On the one hand, they show that liquidity injections are likely to lead to investment in existing financial assets rather than production, a fact that tends to exacerbate inequalities by benefitting the privileged owners of these financial assets [24]. On the other hand, lower interest rates direct the new supply of money to the stock market, causing a fall in house prices and an increase in share prices, with a redistributive effect that benefitted the rich [57]. Nevertheless, the distributional effects of green central banking do not appear to weaken the support for the green policy turn. Indeed, it has been suggested that if redistribution via central banks aims to mitigate the risks of climate change and/or contributes to lessening inequalities of outcome—both of which are widely accepted social goals today—central banks may see their legitimacy increased as a consequence [44].

It is unclear, however, how central banks can contribute to reducing inequalities by engaging in eliminating funds for fossil fuel industries and providing subsidized funds for green projects. Political economy reasoning may suggest the opposite result, as wealthy, well-established, and well-connected players are more familiar with the political mechanisms that lead to the acceptance of a project as green. A difficult trade-off may emerge as central banks can fight climate change only at the expense of growing inequalities because wealthy players are more likely to receive the funds. The power to choose between
these alternatives would add to their loss of legitimacy. As in the case of the carbon tax, compensations for losers can be devised, but this solution rests with politicians—central banks have no instruments to do so. Large-scale redistribution reinforces the case for a politicized central bank: the social preference for this policy can only be transmitted via the polls. Central banks would overstep their technocratic limits: the intention to assist political forces in implementing their vision of society replaces scientific considerations.

Traditional central banks have been criticized for their exaggerated interest in managing short-term demand fluctuations [1]. In the updated green template, central banks would be required to reorient their efforts away from dealing with short-term demand cycles to supporting long-term, supply-side growth. In this interpretation, the short-term demand fluctuations that translate into amplified output cycles are the elements of the opportunity cost of central bank support for sustainability. The mission of central banks in the green template is to incentivize and compel the transfer to a low-carbon economy and the use of various instruments devised for these purposes cannot vary according to the business cycle. Moreover, the excess supply of money and credit caused by the central bank’s green reorientation may open up the vicious causal chain that links money creation to recessions, as described by the Austrian business cycle theory: lower interest rates drive up investments that cause an artificial business boom, entrepreneurial malinvestments would accumulate, while the subsequent recession has the merit of providing a necessary structural adjustment.

Green central banking can lead to the emergence of a bias related to the preferred policy toolkit. Economists have long observed that fiscal and monetary policies are to some extent substitutes: easy money policy can be temporarily compatible with low inflation if the state runs a large budget surplus [58]. Similarly, policymakers are tempted to use fiscal and monetary measures as temporary substitutes for more painful structural adjustments. Faced with the high cost of greening the economy (in the form of lost production), elected officials can transfer responsibility to an “independent” body of technocrats. A central banker has warned about this danger: “Central bank mandates have expanded—perhaps appropriately so—but there are limits to what monetary policy was designed to achieve. Central banks cannot be, and should not be regarded as, ‘the only game in town’” [59] (p. 1).

The inherent resistance to change in the central banking community has been presented as an impediment to the implementation of the green agenda [3,21]. The same central bank conservatism, however, can also manifest itself after the introduction of sustainability-related objectives into the central bank template. Not surprisingly at this early stage, the prospects of green central bank conservatism have not yet been analyzed. This hazard must be identified at the design stage in order to create institutional mechanisms to avoid it. The advocates of green central banking must answer difficult questions: is this policy shift temporary or permanent? When is the economy of a country (or a region, etc.) “green enough” that the input of central banks is no longer required? Accepting the fact that green central banking carries certain costs and trade-offs can open the way to address these issues. The reasons for this absence may have to do with the acceptance of central bank politicization among supporters of green central banking, as the suggestion appears to be that these tough issues will be addressed along the way via the political process [19,21,24,25,44].

We have put together a final set of unfavorable implications under the heading “Ideas have consequences”. The free exchange of ideas is the hallmark of a liberal society. Individuals are free to exchange not only goods and services but also ideas: as a result, a marketplace for ideas evolves. Similarly, economic policy ideas have consequences that go far beyond material considerations such as the distribution of income and wealth they promote. Every idea of economic policy promotes an ideal type of society and explicitly or implicitly suggests the best means of achieving it. The idea of a green central banking policy shift may convey the notion that any problem in today’s society can be resolved if central banks are determined to intervene. This is a misguided view of what a central
bank is and what it can achieve: “A central banking a democracy is not an all-purpose do-good agency, with authority to subsidize what it decides to be worthy, de-fund what it dislikes, and to force banks and companies to do the same” [32]. Together with their political allies, central banks would become promoters of a set of ideas that go far beyond their area of expertise: “The European Central Bank and other institutions are not just embarking on climate policy in general. They are embarking on the enforcement of one particular set of climate policies—policies to force banks and private companies to defund fossil fuel industries, even while alternatives are not available at scale, and to provide subsidized funding to an ill-defined set of ‘green’ projects” [31]. Witness to this debate, the public that tends to see the central bank as a branch of government (perhaps inspired by more sophisticated views that distrust the efficiency of institutional mechanisms such as the separation of powers and the independence of the central bank) would be tempted to accept as true the long-discredited idea that central planning is the ultimate means of curing the ills of society.

4.1.3. A Taxonomy of Costs and Trade-Offs of Green Central Banking

In light of the above discussion, we propose the following structure of the costs and trade-offs that the greening of central bank operations may have (Table 2). The Costs of going green category comprises the costs and trade-offs incurred in the phase of transition from the current to the green template of central banking. A loss of legitimacy and independence is expected, politicization would increase, we could witness a case of mission creep, and a slippery slope of central banks interventions might be set in motion. The Acting green category is made up of the possible results of using different instruments to sustain the green sector through the action of the central bank: price and financial instability, reinforced distributional effects, less countercyclical capacity, and an increased stop-go character of the monetary policy. The Staying green group aims to capture some policy biases that green monetary and macroprudential policies can introduce into the economic system.

Table 2. The reinterpreted central banking template: costs and trade-offs of green central banking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Going Green</th>
<th>Acting Green</th>
<th>Staying Green</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss of legitimacy</td>
<td>Price instability</td>
<td>Excessive reliance on monetary policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of independence</td>
<td>Loss of reputation</td>
<td>Green central bank conservatism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politization</td>
<td>Distributional effects</td>
<td>“Ideas have consequences”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission creep</td>
<td>Less countercyclical capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slippery slope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own representation.

No classification has been made according to the bearer of these costs: they may be internal (i.e., costs for the central bank) or external (e.g., costs for the economy). The set of costs and trade-offs should be understood as the opportunity cost of going green in central banking: all the forgone benefits of maintaining the current template—the sacrifices of going green. Of course, this taxonomy does not provide an exhaustive description of the costs and trade-offs of moving from the brown to the green template, rather it points out only the most obvious entries that a future cost-benefit analysis should contain in the Costs column. The discussion remains open: the list can be expanded as new policy objectives and instruments are added to the greening strategy.

4.2. Case Studies

Drawing on the framework of costs and trade-offs laid out in the previous section, we exemplify in this section the application of the analysis by examining the cases of three central banks that are at different points in their respective greening strategies. We have based our selection of cases on data availability, diversity, and their progress on the path to a green central bank. The quintessentially independent central bank, the ECB offers an interesting case of a central bank that is getting involved in promoting
sustainability, communicating its intentions to go green, and publishing studies and policy papers detailing its plans. The case of Brazil is appealing because the country has a developing economy with a central bank that shows weak de jure independence, has made tremendous strides on the path to green central banking, and is vigorously publicizing its plans. Finally, the most familiar case to the authors, Romania has a central bank with little credibility that recently opened the discussion about greening its operation. However, since the central bank greening debate is universally in its infancy, these examples are hypothetical case studies: the costs and trade-offs will manifest as the greening strategy advances.

4.2.1. The Euro Area

Historically, the ECB has been considered one of the most independent central banks. The European Council appoints the President and the Executive Board members with a qualified majority for an 8-year non-renewable mandate. The decision is based on consultations with the European Parliament. The dismissal of these members is subject to special conditions and can only be done by the EU’s Court of Justice (CJUE). According to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), the primary objective of the ECB is to maintain price stability in the euro area. The Treaty also mandates the ECB to follow the secondary objective of supporting EU economic policies without prejudice to the primary objective of price stability. The task of contributing to financial stability through prudential supervision assigned to the ECB in 2013 is subject to limitations arising from the primacy of the price stability objective [60].

The sovereign debt crisis of 2010 prompted the launch of several unconventional monetary policy operations that were subject to numerous unsuccessful legal challenges. The CJUE ruled that the program empowering the ECB to buy sovereign bonds issued by the national governments of the eurozone was in line with the EU Treaties (in 2015) and did not exceed the ECB’s mandate (in 2016). The Federal Constitutional Court of Germany ruled in 2018 that the ECB’s Public Sector Purchase Program (PSPP) launched in 2015 did not violate the prohibition of direct financing.

A de facto mandate broadening is expected with the implication of the ECB in promoting a green economy. The ECB has advanced several reasons for its willingness to be part of this process. First, the banking sector in the euro area is exposed to the risks of carbon-intensive industries and needs protection through financial supervision. Second, the ECB considers that it must reflect climate risks in its portfolio of securities. Third, the ECB needs to address environmental factors because they can affect price stability [61]. Environmental risks are exceptional circumstances requiring exceptional measures. The ECB’s determination is obvious from how it unceremoniously abandoned the principle of market neutrality in the context of asset purchases. Originally, a self-imposed requirement to maintain the relative prices of securities was in place to limit the interventions, as the ECB considered that the price discovery mechanism for sovereign risk was sufficiently important not to be affected [52]. In the updated intervention logic, the ECB abandons these old-style restrictions, as it suspects that they promote the current carbon-intensive forms of production that pose environmental risks [62]. Subject to continued political support, the way is now clear for the ECB to become involved in promoting a low-carbon economy.

It is worth emphasizing that the ECB would not implement a climate policy of its choice. It would have to follow a particular climate policy agreed upon at the EU level through political negotiations [32]. This suggests an increased politicized course of action, as the ECB is shedding its technocratic façade to openly grant favors to elected officials—the condition for a politicized ECB advanced by Tortola [46] is therefore met. Each new crisis seems to justify a rethinking of the central bank’s mandate. In what appears to be a public communication campaign to explain the envisaged shift in its policy, the ECB has used the COVID-19 pandemic as an example of a global disruption that requires the implication of central banks and as a precedent for the upcoming engagement to facilitate the transition to sustainability [63]. The abundance of policy objectives in a multinational currency
union accentuates the danger of engaging in a slippery slope of mandate broadening and interventions, as many other policy areas qualify for ECB participation.

It has long been observed that a monetary union among sovereign states (such as the EMU) encourages international political conflict, as national economies are often at different points in their respective business cycles and therefore need different monetary policy interventions for stabilization [64]. A green ECB would introduce new points of contention due to the intrinsic distributional consequences of green central banking. As in the case of the EMU redistribution acts on sovereign nations, rather than on regions or industries, the national governments of the countries at the losing end would not hesitate to take this battle to the EU level. For example, a political conflict may result from the fact that the ECB is buying bonds from different countries at different prices. Reinforced EU-wide fiscal transfer schemes would be required to offset these consequences, but this solution depends on political negotiations. The competition among EMU members to control the ECB would become more acute given the higher stakes involved. Appointing the president of the ECB would be more difficult and issues related to climate policy would take priority in this decision. The acceptance criteria for green projects to be financed via the ECB would also be the result of political negotiations to ensure an equitable distribution of cost and benefits among member states. While EMU has been described as a system that aggregates conflict [65] due to the inherently redistributive consequences of money creation through the operation of the old-style, conservative ECB, a euro area managed by a green ECB would become even more contentious.

The new round of unconventional interventions through financing green projects will fuel long-term inflationary expectations and reduce public confidence in the ECB. The timing could not be more unfavorable: this further erosion of legitimacy comes shortly after a series of unconventional interventions that introduced various threats, such as a growing level of public mistrust, questioning of the political independence of central banks among the elite, and institutional overburdening [66].

4.2.2. Brazil

The Central Bank of Brazil (CBB) was established in 1964 as an independent federal body. The National Monetary Council (NMC), consisting of two members of the Executive (the Minister of Economy, who acts as chairperson, and the Special Secretary of Finance of the Ministry of Economy) and the Governor of the CBB, has the task of formulating the country’s monetary and credit policy, aimed at promoting social and economic development [67]. The main objective of the NMC established by the law is to adjust the money supply to the “real” needs of the national economy and its development process; a price-related objective is also suggested, as the NMC is tasked with preventing and correcting inflationary or deflationary pressures [68]. Since early 1999, the CBB has been implementing a strategy of direct inflation targeting, the NMC setting the inflation target based on a consumer price index [69]. The adjustment of the monetary policy interest rate is the main instrument of monetary policy; the CBB’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC), comprised of the bank’s Governor and the eight Deputy Governors, sets the target for the interest rate.

The constitution prohibits the central bank from directly or indirectly financing public authorities but, in some circumstances, the CBB can purchase government securities. The President of the state appoints the members of the MPC (i.e., the Governor and Deputy Governors), with the approval of the Senate. They are appointed without a specified duration of their mandate and can be removed at any time by the President without any argument or justification.

Analysts observed that the CBB has achieved high de facto operational independence based on a fragile foundation of low de jure independence, an institutional arrangement that poses risks of politicization [70]. In these circumstances, the institutional performance of the CBB has been relatively modest. After a period of hyperinflation, the introduction of the inflation-targeting regime led to a sharp decline in inflation. However, compared to the
average for the world economy, the level of inflation in Brazil remained high, above the target by a substantial margin in 10 years, and outside the tolerance interval in four years during the interval 1999–2015 [71]. Although in recent years there has been an improvement in the ability to keep inflation close to or below the target [70], setting relatively high target rates in the context of the world economy (4.25% in 2019, 4.00% in 2020, 3.75% in 2021) raises serious concerns about the CBB’s institutional performance in accomplishing its price-stability objective.

The CBB has interpreted the broad formulation of its primary objective (“Adjusting the volume of the money supply to the real needs of the national economy and its development process”, emphasis added, [68]) as providing the legal basis for engaging in promoting a green economy. Some recent actions of the CBB towards green economy are the following: (1) in 2017, mandatory disclosure of exposure to environmental risks was introduced for the capital adequacy calculation [72]; (2) in 2020, the CBB and the Climate Bonds Initiative sign a Memorandum of Understanding to promote a sustainable finance agenda and integrate socio-environmental and climatic risks in the national financial sector [73]; (3) in 2020, the CBB launches a sustainability agenda aimed at promoting a “more sustainable, dynamic and modern economy” as a means to achieve “a sustainable and inclusive growth” [74]; (4) as a result of these efforts, in 2020, the CBB receives the “stamp of approval”: it becomes a member of the NGFS; (5) in 2021, the CBB opens public consultations to redefine sustainability criteria for rural credit granted by banks in compliance with various social and environmental parameters, such as overlap with indigenous areas, deforestations, slave-like labor conditions, low-carbon agriculture, the use of renewable energy sources [75].

As a result of these measures, policy analysts consider Brazil to be one of the greenest central banks in the world and rank it second after China [6].

The first observation related to the greening of the CBB is the apparent lack of debate on the legal basis for assuming green targets. Granted, the CBB charter lacks clarity in setting the objectives of the central bank, as it stipulates seven tasks that the NMC must follow. The legal requirement to prevent and correct “inflationary or deflationary surges of domestic or foreign origin” [68] has constituted the basis for the implementation of an inflation-targeting framework. The CBB’s task of adjusting its money supply to contribute to the development process can be seen as a legal basis for implementing a sustainability agenda, as some observers do (e.g., [12]), but this can also be considered a case of mandate overstretching. Once sustainability made its way onto the menu, a plethora of different objectives may follow. Signs of mission creep are already visible in the way the CBB introduced the goal of “inclusive growth” into its sustainability agenda [74]. Given the country’s history of hyperinflation and a modest level of central bank credibility, the CBB’s control over inflationary expectations may diminish. A de facto abandonment of the inflation-targeting framework may also result from the implementation of a green agenda. The low level of legal protection against political pressures can also explain the rapid, politically-inspired advancement towards a green central bank and may add to the vicious cycle of loss of credibility, loss of influence on inflationary expectations, and inflation.

4.2.3. Romania

The National Bank of Romania (NBR) is governed by the Board of Directors, composed of four executive members (including the Governor) and five non-executive members, all appointed by the Romanian Parliament for a renewable 5-year term. Parliament has discretion over the removal of any member of the Board. The members of the Board cannot hold positions in the Government and the Government is not represented on the Board [76]. The NBR sets its monetary policy without the involvement of the Government or Parliament. The law requires the Governor to submit annual reports on the central bank’s activity to Parliament, including the bank’s audited financial statements. The NBR has a consultative role in budget procedures, collaborating directly with the Ministry of Public Finances in this regard. Exchange rate policy (currency regime, currency convertibility, foreign exchange market regulations, etc.) is the sole responsibility of the NBR.
The legislation sets forth price stability as the fundamental objective of the NBR: “The primary objective of the National Bank of Romania shall be to ensure and maintain price stability” [76]. The NBR has the secondary objective of supporting the economic objectives of the Government: “Without prejudice to its primary objective of ensuring and maintaining price stability, the National Bank of Romania shall support the general economic policy of the State” [76]. However, the NBR has the last word in case of conflict between the objective of price stability and other objectives of the Executive and cannot request permission or subordinate the bank to the disposition or command of the government. In 2017, the NBR became an active and key member in the newly created National Committee for Macroprudential Oversight (NCMO), thus receiving a financial stability role. During NCMO Board meetings, the central bank can advance its analyses and make proposals regarding the macro-level financial stability. In 2020, the NBR joined the NGFS and took the first steps to design and use analysis tools to assess climate risks within the framework of the financial stability policy and to publish the results of this research in its financial stability reports.

Since August 2005, the NBR has been implementing a strategy of direct inflation targeting. In its public communication, the NBR emphasizes a set of preconditions that facilitated this monetary policy orientation: strengthened de jure independence as a result of a new NBR statute in July 2004; enhanced credibility and accountability; more effective communication with the public and markets; better understanding of macroeconomic behavior patterns and monetary policy transmission channels [77]. The main monetary policy instruments are open market operations, standing facilities, and reserve requirements. The NBR cannot buy financial instruments directly on the primary market. The law prohibits overdraft or direct credit facilities granted to any public entity, except state-owned credit institutions. The main interventions in the secondary markets are repo and reverse repo transactions, foreign exchange swaps, deposit-taking operations, collateralized credit operations. The credit facility with commercial banks is limited to 90 days. Only the central bank can set the terms of money market operations with treasury bills and bonds. There are no legal limitations on the volume of money market transactions with treasury bills and bonds purchased by commercial banks, but the NBR may establish specific limitations if necessary. Open market operations with commercial banks are based on a minimum interest rate.

Recently, the NBR opened the debate on the central bank’s contribution to promoting a green economy. In a conference, the NBR Governor emphasized the consensus among EU leaders that the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis must be sustainable by placing green investments and digitalization at its core [78]. He also reviewed the most common ways central banks and financial regulators use to integrate climate factors into their activities: review bank stress tests to assess exposure to climate risk; revise the financial stability policy to include climate change risks; raise awareness about environmental risks and promote opportunities derived from the environmental agenda [78].

When analyzing post-pandemic recovery scenarios in 2020, the NBR seems to fully adhere to the concept of “green recovery” [62,79]. The strategy to implement this concept involves policy measures such as the development of “climate-smart” infrastructure and technologies, penalizing carbon-intensive investments, and subsidizing the transition to a low-carbon economy [80]. However, in 2021, the NBR has identified the implementation of green energy projects in the context of stimulus packages as a risk factor for its inflationary projections [81]. In 2020, the NCMO established a working group on green finance, which in its report recommends that the central bank create a dashboard to monitor climate-related risks for the banking sector, make more information on green lending public, as well as contribute to the development of the climate change governance architecture [82]. The committee also expressed concern that without a developed capital market and significant participation of the non-bank sector in the financing of the public and private sectors, the credit expansion induced by green financing may contribute to the accumulation of inflationary pressures [82]. What is lacking in this early stage of debate is a discussion on...
the legislative basis that legitimizes the central bank's participation in the greening of the economy.

The success of the inflation-targeting framework in Romania has been modest, as the monetary authority managed to reduce inflation in the early 2000s, but consistently missed the inflation target after 2007. The NBR has constantly attributed this failure to exogenous factors, such as the increase in the price of oil. However, a study shows that this reason is not reliable, since oil price shocks accounted only marginally for the component of inflation that includes volatile prices and did not have a significant influence on the core inflation [83]. Therefore, the responsibility for the above-the-target inflation rests with the monetary authority. In these circumstances, the credibility of the central bank has been low, positioning itself as one of the least credible monetary authorities operating under an inflation-targeting regime [84]. This modest institutional performance does not help the case for embarking on the greening of the Romanian central bank. The loss of reputation that may result from the lack of instruments to promote a green economy in a non-discretionary and non-contradictory manner is another factor that would erode the credibility of the NBR. This, in turn, would undermine the NBR's influence on inflationary expectations. The road to independence has been slow and difficult for the NBR. The politicized nature of central bank operations was commonplace for many years at the beginning of the transition. The public may penalize green politicization with an additional loss of credibility.

Furthermore, the purported advantages for emerging economies that support the implementation of green central banking appear weak in the case of Romania. The NBR does not use instruments of direct credit control. Unlike other emerging and developing economies where central banks have a broader mandate to support sustainable development [20], the NBR's mandate clearly points to price stability. Sure, the mandate can be expanded through legislative change to include clear environmental goals, but the public may see this as a mission creep. Following environmental goals without expanding the mandate can be seen as a sign of politicization and lead to loss of legitimacy. A less credible NBR is the result of any of these strategies.

5. Conclusions and Directions for Future Research

As climate change presents itself as a major challenge for all aspects of policymaking today, there is increasing advocacy for the involvement of central banks in mitigating the economic impact of environmental factors. Academics and analysts interested in the economic aspect of sustainability have a consensus of mistrust of the self-regulatory capacity of the market economy on environmental issues and consider that the private sector acting on market opportunities is perpetuating the current carbon-intensive economy. As a principle, they assume that the state has a responsibility to correct this market failure, while central banks, as extensions of the state, have a moral and sometimes legal obligation to assist in this important endeavor. In this view, central banks cannot avoid their participation, as climate change can lead to the accumulation of financial risks that affect financial stability at the macrolevel. Furthermore, with their unconventional interventions, central banks have helped maintain the existing carbon lock-in. The literature that deals with these issues is growing rapidly, but it appears that the nascent body of knowledge is missing important elements for the decision-making process. In particular, the disadvantages of central bank involvement in promoting a green economy lack academic debate and receive little attention in public discussions. This article is the first attempt to build a framework for the analysis of the costs and trade-offs of green central banking.

In attempting to construct the main elements of a framework for the analysis of the (opportunity) cost of greening the activity of central banks, we have taken as a theoretical framework the literature that views central banks as independent agencies that act within a constitutional structure that incorporates principles such as the rule of law and the separation of powers. On this background, we present the traditional template of central banking and analyze how the greening of central banks alters this template.
A central bank that operates in a constitutional democracy has a limited mandate that establishes clear objectives that remain unchanged to ensure its legitimacy; is accountable to elected officials and enjoys operational independence from political and public pressure to contribute to its credibility and reputation; refrains from using instruments of direct control.

In the reimagined green framework, loss of legitimacy and independence, politicization, mission creep, and a slippery slope of interventions are expected. Price instability and higher inflation, loss of reputation, reinforced distributional effects, and a diminished countercyclical capacity are other elements of the price to pay for involving central banks in greening the economy. We also identify some biases that would be introduced in the economic system, such as over-reliance on the magic of money creation and commercial banking regulation (to the detriment of old-school structural or fiscal measures), the possible initiation of a new form of central bank conservatism, and the promotion of some misconceptions in the public debate. These suggestions are not entirely new: the literature identifies but does not fully analyze some of these drawbacks, and the prevailing support for the green central banking solution remains largely intact.

An implication of our analysis is the need for an emphasis on the importance of price stability as the primary objective of central banks. As we have tried to show in this article, price stability as a mandated objective of central banks is in harmony with higher principles such as the rule of law and individual freedom. Recognizing the challenges that threaten to hinder the preservation of such principles in the age of climate change, the danger of diluting this objective by adopting different vague and difficult-to-quantify objectives must also be acknowledged. In this sense, the debate on green central banking should address a key point: the compatibility of the new central banking framework with these higher principles.

Future research should be aimed at identifying the factors that influence the manifestation in different institutional settings of the costs and trade-offs that we have advanced here. Among these, we suggest the following: institutional quality (e.g., as reflected in the components of the Index of Economic Freedom), past inflationary experience, past central bank credibility, central bank communication, social trust, political instability, inflation aversion, political fragmentation, legal culture, the design of the political system. Studies show that these factors influence the level of independence of central banks. It is our contention that factors such as these influence the structure and level of the costs of greening central bank activity. The upcoming central bank legitimacy crisis that David J. Archer [43] has warned about deserves academic attention, and the envisaged green central banking policy turn provides the perfect opportunity for this investigation.
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